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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Isabelle Andriessen – 'Protobodies'  24 October – 21 November 2015 
Opening Saturday 24 October, 17:00-20:00hrs 

We are honoured to announce Protobodies, the first solo show of Isabelle Andriessen in 
the Netherlands.  

In Protobodies, Isabelle Andriessen explores the seemingly rigid boundaries between life 
and non-life, the sentient and non-sentient, the organic and non-organic. Seemingly rigid, 
because in Andriessen's world these boundaries are not so clear. Doing so she aims to 
question nature as we think it by obscuring the line between ecology and technology. Her 
artistic research stems from an interest in the notion of adaption in biology – the process 
by which organisms change to become better suited to survive their environment. She 
alludes to a world in which adaption runs rampant: genes become open source, biology 
becomes software, and the distinctions between living organisms, information, objects, 
and products become irrevocably confused. All matter is vibrant, active and alive,  in a 
continuous state of becoming. Perhaps the most intimate crisis we face today is the limit of 
human consciousness to really grasp non-human scaled complexity.  

In the first gallery, Andriessen has installed two works from a series of sculptures called 
The mesh - strange strangers between life and non-life (2015). Occupying the entire 
space, they force the visitor to carefully walk around what appears to be a probe set-up.  
The works in the Mesh contain mycelium – the vegetative, thread-like part of a fungus. 
During the exhibition mushrooms will emerge as strange invaders from the sculptures, 
slowly transforming their appearance. She approaches the mushrooms as a material of an 
'extra terrestrial' kind. For Andriessen the mushrooms are the embodiment of the uncanny: 
strangely familiar and familiarly strange with their cold, dead-like skin. Yet there is also a 
fascination in the fact that we’re surrounded with all these seemingly invisible living 
systems, that organise and stabilise our earth system.  
In the second gallery Andriessen will present a sculptural study furthering the research 
pursued in the Mesh. Animism and mutation are key elements here, as are blurring the 
boundaries between life and non-life. For this study the artist has done experiments with 
several materials, including metal, motors, silicones, plastics, gels and liquids. The work is 
in a a zombie state, somewhere between being alive and dead, its unpredictable 
movements reminiscent of post-mortem reflexes, shivering from the leftover tension of 
some apocalyptic scenario. 

Isabelle Andriessen (Haarlem, 1986) lives and works in Amsterdam. She has studied at the Gerrit 
Rietveld Akademie in Amsterdam and obtained her master degree from the Malmö Art Academy 
(2015). She has exhibited, amongst others, at: Unfair, Amsterdam; Malmö Konstmuseum, Malmö; 
Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen; New Shelter Plan, Copenhagen. Future presentations include 
Artissima, Turin (with CINNNAMON) and the Wrong Biennale.  
Recently Andriessen has been selected for the honours programme of the Royal Dutch Academy 
of Sciences/Academy of the Arts (KNAW / AVK). In 2016 she will do a residency at the European 
Ceramic Workcentre.  

For more information please contact Pieter Dobbelsteen: pieter@cinnnamon.com or 
+31633158900 
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Isabelle Andriessen, The mesh - strange strangers between life and non-life (2015) 
Metal, stainless steal, plexiglass, plastic, PVC tubes, water, humidifiers, mycelium [mushrooms].
1.8m x 3.8m x 1.7m


